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About This Game

Story Summary:
In the 21st century, humankind launched a plan to explore the farthest reaches of outer space, after which, science and

technology boomed rapidly. This plan made age-old dreams of deep space travel finally come true, however, we were not
prepared for what lurked in the darkest corners of the universe… As many had feared, first contact with alien races ushered in

an era of unimaginable calamity. The earth was targeted by advanced invaders, and after a merciless interstellar war, our
homeland was left in ruins. The surviving humans organized a star fleet, wandering through the endless universe in the search
for a new home. Thus began a long and grueling journey, as mankind struggled for survival while fighting off the remaining

alien forces.

Stardust:
Earth Book is a space VR FPS game. In order to simulate realistic space combat, the game was developed using Unreal Engine
4. In the game, players use VR handles to control a giant mech in battle. Experience different cosmic environments: spaceship

ruins, meteorite clusters, wormholes, nebulas and more.
This is an unprecedented space adventure, and VR technology takes the experience to a whole new level.

We are an independent team, we expecting for your support, thank you for buy this game!
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Title: Star Dust: The Book of Earth (VR)
Genre: Action
Developer:
SKYLENS TECHNOLOGY
Publisher:
SKYLENS TECHNOLOGY
Release Date: 12 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1600 MB available space

Additional Notes: This game requires use of VR equipment such as the HTV Vive.

English,Simplified Chinese
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The graphics are not bad, English voice-acting is quite good, music well chosen.
Gameplay of this railshooter is very limited : don't think, shoot in the direction of the squares (enemy ships) until they explode,
that's it. Very repetitive. After a level is finished: try to guess what the Chinese interface is asking you.
For me, the abundance of space ships (big and large), meteors and planets, the HUD, the insanely big guns you have... it's all a
bit too much info for me :). I think Gunjack is a much better choice if you like this type of game. But the price is low so if you
are desperate for a new simple VR shooter that requires no thinking or skills, you might enjoy this game.
. to corny to slow. Controls are poorly optimised (right hand controller is actually the left hand). Entire text is in chinese but
voice overs are English. There is no menu to change graphics and language settings (although I can't tell because everything is in
Chinese).. This is a on rails VR shooter that unfortunatly isn't very fun. The gameplay in general is very limited, basically point
and shoot at the enemies that don't really do much against you, they just mostly float around until you kill them, not very
engaging or fun. The voice acting is pretty subpar, sounds design doesn't sound very punchy or noticeable, and at times there's
no sound at all when there should be.

Guess it looks nice though.

Overall there isn't much to say, it's not bad persay, but there's nothing fun or engaging about it, and if you can't make something
fun in VR, well then what's the point of making it in VR in the first place?

. crash crash that all happends and reset my pc
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